Mangos are one of the fastest growing produce commodities in the United States, and there is potential to continue this growth trend in the coming years. However, the mango industry is facing several packaging and distribution related issues that need to be addressed in order for the U.S. mango market to maximize its full potential. U.S. retailers also consistently agree that mango packaging and palletization need improvement.

Mangos are also one of the last major produce commodities that do not have a standard size box and do not consistently utilize the standard 40"x48" size pallets. While the majority of the produce industry uses a 5-down standard common footprint, the mango industry utilizes smaller-size boxes (e.g. 12-downs and 14-downs) that do not stack well with other produce boxes and can damage other commodities when mixed pallets are consolidated. Pallets with smaller-size boxes are also less stable and fall over with more frequency. In addition, as mango conditioning becomes more common there are concerns that the current mango box designs and materials are not always holding up to the humid conditions commonly found in ripening rooms. These deficiencies increase transfer costs, labor, risk, and liability, and the expenses are commonly passed down to the growers and packers.

Aware of these challenges the National Mango Board (NMB) organized the Mango Packaging Task Force (Mango-PTF) in 2016 with the purpose of bringing together mango industry stakeholders, which included growers, packers, exporters, importers, and retailers. The mission of the Mango-PTF was to identify the packaging and palletization issues affecting the mango supply chain, and to emphasize the steps that are necessary to improve the current practices and reduce shrinkage, while also increasing mango movement at the retail level. Five major retailers were included in the Mango-PTF in order to better understand consumer level perspectives and advance solutions that work best in the crucial final leg of the supply chain.

The purpose of the Mango-PTF was not to change all current practices overnight, but rather to identify the main issues and to offer solutions. Over the course of 2016 the Mango-PTF met three times and reached consensus on three major issues of concern that need to be addressed as soon as possible:

1. Pallet quality needs to improve and pallet size needs to be a consistent dimension of 40"x48";
2. The mango industry needs a consistent standard-size mango box with a 5-down common footprint;
3. The mango industry needs to improve packaging quality guidelines, maintain consistency, and continue to promote conditioning in forced-air cooling and ripening rooms. Although mango conditioning has increased movement, improvements also need to be made to the current packaging in order to better withstand the heat, humidity, and forced air conditions that are common in ripening rooms.

The Mango-PTF members unanimously agreed that if these issues can be addressed, there is potential to elevate mangos to the next level and make it a high-volume commodity.
1. Palletization

In general, there are two pallet sizes used in the mango industry, 40"x48" and 40"x44". This difference is influenced by the mode of transportation that is used to ship mango pallets. For mangos entering the U.S. by land, the standard 40"x48" pallets are used, and for mangos shipped via sea container the smaller 40"x44" pallets are used because they fit 22 pallets of 40"x44", instead of 20 pallets of 40"x48" into the sea containers. There is a belief that smaller size pallets allow more product to fit inside sea containers, however, this is not always the case. Although there may be more boxes, the net product weight is not always increased. The box dimensions have been reduced in size to fit on smaller pallets, which allows for more boxes and pallets in the sea containers, but the amount of actual product in the container is not increased. Keeping packaging costs as low as possible has always been a driving force in order to stay competitive. Unfortunately, this strategy has become counterproductive because the theoretical lower cost per box is being offset and surpassed by the percentage of damaged and rejected product, the additional cost of transferring boxes to 40"x48" pallets upon arrival to the U.S., restacking costs, and slower growth at retail due to the additional labor and physical damage suffered by the fruit.

The main disadvantage of using 40"x44" pallets is that the U.S. produce industry is setup to handle the 40"x48" pallets. Therefore, mango boxes that are not on 40"x48" pallets must be transferred to standard size pallets either by hand-stacking or with a clamp/transfer machine. Both transfer methods can damage and weaken the structure and stability of the boxes, which then leads to unstable pallets that fall over during transit and cause lost product, lost time, and risk of injury. Other significant issues include:

- Due to the use of low quality materials and inconsistent manufacturing practices, mango pallets are not holding up to the rigor of multiple loading and unloading that is necessary to get through the entire supply change.
- Forklift blades are set up to handle 40"x48" pallets. A common incident with the shorter 40"x44" pallets is that when they are picked up, the forklift blades extend into the neighboring pallets and break the boards, which then causes further pallet instability.

**Task Force Consensus and Next Steps:**

a. The mango industry needs to transition immediately to 40"x48" GMA pallets on all shipments.
b. 4-way entry block pallets are preferred as they facilitate warehouse movements including pallet jacks and allow for easier sideways loading in truck trailers.
c. Specifications on pallet materials, strength, spacing, heights, and manufacturing are being developed and will be provided as guidelines to the industry.

2. Packaging

The mango industry currently uses several box designs and sizes, with the most common size being the 12-down and 14-down boxes. Over the years the mango industry has developed boxes that fit the size and dimensions of the fruit grown in each of the producing regions, and also to maximize the amount of product that can be transported in enclosed trailers and sea containers. However, there are disadvantages with the current mango boxes:

- **Instability** – A pallet stacked with smaller size boxes is much more unstable than one with larger size boxes. Furthermore, if the pallet is not stacked tightly and secured properly, or if
the packaging and palletization materials are weak, then it is much more likely that the pallet will fall over. The problem becomes worse the longer the transit period and the more a pallet is handled, and especially if it goes through the fruit conditioning process.

- **Less Display Space** – Retailers often use these shipping boxes to create in-store displays. Smaller-size boxes means less display space overall.
- **More Waste** – Smaller boxes generate more waste material to throw away.
- **More Labor Required** - Smaller boxes require more labor any time a box is moved or restacked, whether it’s at the packing facility, warehouse, the retail level, and translates to additional costs all along the supply chain.
- **Inconsistent Ventilation** - Varying many box designs provide inconsistent ventilation and air flow, and create issues in both cooling and fruit conditioning.
- **Ripening Room Forced Air Is Compromised** – When offshore 40"x44" pallet box footprint is transferred onto 40"x48" pallets that are required by retailers, it leaves a 4 inch gap between pallets in the rooms. This gap compromises the airflow because air finds the path of least resistance instead of traveling through the boxes.
- **Inconsistent Material Quality** - Another concern is the inconsistent quality of materials used to manufacture mango boxes. It is common for packers to request specific box requirements, but then receive lower quality materials and boxes. This creates issues along the entire supply chain, including boxes collapsing and pallets turning, and boxes breaking down during the fruit conditioning process.

Retailers contend with fresh fruit packaging issues on a regular basis, and because of consumer trends and behavior, many are now setting their own fruit packaging requirements. One packaging preference that has been unequivocally specified as the best option from the retailer perspective, and by four of the five retailer representatives on the Mango-PTF, are the reusable plastic containers (RPCs), which have become the top option for handling many produce items, including mangos, for several reasons:

- RPCs are made of materials that offer consistent quality and strength;
- Are already available in a 5-down common footprint,
- Are naturally more stable when palletized,
- Their design allows for better airflow for cooling and conditioning purposes,
- No cardboard waste is generated.

Growers and shippers on the Mango-PTF initially expressed concerns with the use of RPCs. Among the most common concerns were: will RPCs damage soft fruit, what happens when filled RPCs are rejected, and what if RPCs are not available in our production areas? Retailers on the task force indicated that they have been conducting tests on RPC shipment for multiple mango varieties and sizes. These retailers have seen positive results and have already started incorporating RPCs in their mango distribution. There are instances, such as with mature Ataulfo or Kent mango varieties that can experience damage in RPCs. Nonetheless, some retailers have tested the RPCs with breathable foam liners and have had success with fruit arrivals free of damage. Additional research and testing is being conducted on this issue.

As for RPC mango shipments that may be rejected, the produce industry currently deals with other rejected RPCs and although additional steps are necessary, there is a system in place where the logistics are coordinated between the shipper and the RPC provider and the containers are retrieved and collected.
Retailers are aware that RPCs may not be an option for every mango producing region, but they highly encourage RPC use any time they are available. When RPCs are not available, then the next best option retailers prefer is a 5-down cardboard box. The 5-down box is currently used by the majority of the produce industry because it provides more efficient stacking, better pallet stability, larger display area, and allows for pallet consolidation when multiple produce items need to be stacked together without causing damage.

Concerns raised with the 5-down box design included the cost of re-tooling packing lines to handle a new size box and the unknown expense of new packaging materials. The Mango-PTF concluded that there will be an overall savings when you factor in two major expenses that will be significantly reduced: 1) box re-stacking costs, and 2) deductions that are made from product that is ruined or damaged when pallets fall over. In addition, box manufacturers calculate that the packaging cost per piece of fruit in a 5-down box will remain relatively the same.

Task Force Consensus and Next Steps:

a. The mango industry needs to move towards a new and consistent 5-down common footprint box design that will allow for improved pallet stability, more efficient handling, less shrinkage, faster cooling, consistent fruit conditioning, and reduce overall costs.

b. Minimum packaging material standards need to be developed with the purpose of strengthening the box, while also improving ventilation and airflow for cooling and fruit conditioning purposes.

c. Specifications on box designs, dimensions, ventilation patterns, packing counts, sizes, weights, and other criteria are being developed and will be provided as guidelines to the mango industry.

d. Five options will be available in the 5-down common footprint design:
   • 5-down RPC box to be used where available,
   • 5-down cardboard box, as an alternative to the RPC,
   • 10-down RPC box to be used where available,
   • 10-down cardboard box,
   • 5-down skeleton tray that holds two (2) boxes, and
   • 5-down master case that holds eight (8) club boxes.

Prototype examples of 5-down common footprint mango box designs. These images are for demonstration purposes only and final designs are still under development.

3. Conditioned Fruit

The purpose of conditioning, or ripening, fruit is to improve consistency and eating quality, which leads to repeat purchases and increased demand. Retailers and foodservice providers are aware that an overwhelming majority of consumers, 81 percent, prefer to purchase fruit that is ripe-and-ready-to-eat. The sooner a piece of fruit is consumed, the sooner the consumer will come back for
more. In addition, consumer studies show that a mango’s flavor profile increases significantly if consumed at its optimal point. Therefore, properly conditioned mangos will benefit both the ripe-and-ready-to-eat and fresh-cut sectors alike, and will allow mango consumption to continue increasing at an accelerated rate.

Fruit conditioning is a common practice with bananas, tomatoes, avocados, pears, and each year it is becoming more common with mangos. All these fruits produce ethylene and can be conditioned similarly and in the same ripening chambers. Nevertheless, each pallet needs to be examined, and depending on the condition of the fruit, selective conditioning is often necessary. For this reason fruit conditioning is not an option for all handlers. There are distribution centers that specialize in fruit conditioning, however, the mango industry needs to continue taking steps to encourage and facilitate the process and handling of conditioned fruit. This includes providing consistent quality fruit so it conditions well, stable pallets, reliable packaging quality, and efficient box air flow.

Task Force Consensus and Next Steps:

a. The NMB has conducted research and has developed a “Mango Handling and Ripening Protocol” that is currently available to the industry. In addition, NMB has a postharvest technician that is visiting mango distributors to conduct on-site visits and is providing free-of-charge consultations. These services will continue to be provided in 2017, but the NMB will focus on distributors and fresh-cut operations that already have a mango program in place and are looking to improve.

b. The Mango-PTF understands that mango conditioning affects product palletization and packaging and is taking this into account in the research that is being conducted on the minimum specifications for box design and carton strength.

Conclusion

The mango industry has an enormous opportunity to improve its packaging, reduce product damage, and increase mango movement as a result. The Mango-PTF was established to raise understanding of the challenges faced as an industry, to begin the process of consumer focused and retailer inspired packaging, and to lead initiatives that will resolve the current packaging issues. The task force purpose was not to decide on the best packaging design and expect the industry to adopt it and make changes overnight. New packaging options can only be introduced when there is an accepting receiver willing to take the product. Rather, the purpose of the Mango-PTF was to support the mango industry and provide research, specifications, and guidance that will assist shippers and box manufacturing companies to develop solid options.

There are retailers already using, and many others are requesting a 5-down common footprint option for mangos. It is expected that if retailers prefer and support these new packaging options, then the entire industry will adopt and transition over to a 5-down common footprint. Therefore, it is only a matter of time before these packaging solutions find their way into the market.

Next Steps for the Mango-PTF:

a. Decide what research and testing will be conducted in order to finalize the pallet and packaging material specifications and guidelines.

b. Once research and testing is finalized, review the results and support the specifications and guidelines that will be presented to the mango industry.